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City plans symbolizing cosmologies have long been recognized as a defining element of 28 
Mesoamerican civilisations. The origins of formal spatial configurations are thus the key to 29 
understanding early civilisations in the region. Assessment of this issue, however, has been 30 
hindered by the lack of systematic studies of site plans over broad areas. Here we report the 31 
identification of 478 formal rectangular and square complexes, likely dating from 1,050 to 400 32 
BC, through a lidar survey across the Olmec region and the western Maya lowlands. Our 33 
analysis of lidar data also revealed that the earlier Olmec centre of San Lorenzo had a central 34 
rectangular space, which possibly provided the spatial template for later sites. This format was 35 
probably formalized and spread after the decline of San Lorenzo through intensive interaction 36 
across various regions. These observations highlight the legacy of San Lorenzo and the critical 37 
role of inter-regional interaction. 38 

 39 
  40 
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The layouts and orientations of Mesoamerican cities were closely tied to cosmologies, 41 
concepts of time and ritual practices1,2. Formal site plans dating to the Early Formative (1,800-42 
1,000 BC) and Middle Formative (1000-350 BC) periods may have provided symbolic templates 43 
for later urban formations, and thus the origins and development of early standardized spatial 44 
configurations present critical information for the understanding of social and cultural processes 45 
in Mesoamerica. An important area in this regard is the Isthmian region of southern Mexico and 46 
western Guatemala, encompassing the Gulf Olmec region, where Olmec centres, such as San 47 
Lorenzo and La Venta, developed during the Early and Middle Formative periods and the 48 
western Maya lowlands, where many Maya centres emerged during the Late and Terminal 49 
Formative periods (350 BC-AD 250) and the Classic period (AD 250-950). These regional 50 
names simply follow scholarly conventions, and our use of those names does not imply the 51 
ethnic or linguistic identities of the inhabitants during the Early and Middle Formative periods. 52 

The spatial configuration of La Venta is known as the Middle Formative Chiapas (MFC) 53 
pattern, which comprised a central precinct called an E Group (consisting of a western square or 54 
conical building and an eastern elongated platform), large platforms arranged along the north-55 
south axis and a northern pyramid3-6. The MFC format is also found in contemporaneous centres 56 
in central and southern Chiapas, including San Isidro, Chiapa de Corzo and Tzutzuculi (Fig. 1). 57 
Excavations revealed caches containing greenstone axes on the axes of the E Groups and other 58 
locations at some MFC centres7-9. These data suggested to some scholars that these spatial 59 
formats were invented at La Venta (its heyday between 800 and 400 BC) and then were passed 60 
on to other groups, along with associated cultural elements3,4. Other scholars opposed the theory 61 
of one-directional influence from La Venta and argued for the parallel development of early 62 
Mesoamerican societies10. However, the identification of the MFC pattern with greenstone axe 63 
caches at Ceibal in the southwestern Maya lowlands dating to 950 BC (thus predating the growth 64 
of La Venta), as well as reevaluations of data, suggested that the patterns of inter-regional 65 
interaction were complex11-13.  66 

The role of the earlier Gulf Olmec centre of San Lorenzo (its apogee between 1,400 and 67 
1,150 BC) in the development of standardized spatial forms was not clear. Although some 68 
scholars have argued that characteristic styles of stone sculptures and ceramics were developed 69 
at San Lorenzo and then spread to other parts of Mesoamerica14,15, the influence of this centre on 70 
the spatial forms of other sites has rarely been discussed. The site of San Lorenzo consisted of a 71 
large plateau, and no pyramidal buildings appear to have existed during its Formative apogee. 72 
Michael Coe proposed that the San Lorenzo plateau was an effigy monument representing the 73 
shape of a giant bird16. Ann Cyphers and others, however, have argued that the gullies and ridges 74 
are results of erosion17,18. All in all, the site plan of San Lorenzo has been seen as unique and 75 
disconnected from later standardized formats, and the presence of standardized complexes in the 76 
area to the west of La Venta has not been reported. In this regard, the lack of systematic 77 
investigations of site plans over broad areas has hindered our understanding of early formal 78 
spatial configurations. 79 

We started the Middle Usumacinta Archaeological Project (MUAP) in 2017 in eastern 80 
Tabasco and recently reported that the artificial plateau of Aguada Fénix, a rectangular 81 
construction measuring 1,413 m in length, 399 m in width and 10-15 m in height, represented the 82 
earliest and largest monumental building in the Maya area19. As we recognized similar 83 
rectangular complexes in the region, we called this formation the Middle Formative Usumacinta 84 
(MFU) pattern. The presence of this previously unrecognized pattern implies that the emergence 85 
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of standardized ceremonial complexes in southern Mesoamerica was more complex than 86 
previously thought. To examine the development of ceremonial complexes and associated social 87 
processes in a broader area, we expanded our research to an area of 84,516 km2, including the 88 
Olmec region and the western Maya lowlands (Fig. 1).  89 

Our research primarily used lidar data obtained by the Instituto Nacional de Estadística y 90 
Geografía (INEGI). In areas with dense vegetation, the use of airborne lidar is becoming 91 
common, but a major limitation is its high cost. In Mesoamerica, most lidar surveys have been 92 
limited to regional scales in areas of around 2,000 km2 or less20-24. This situation is gradually 93 
changing with an increase in broad-area lidar data25-28. The INEGI lidar has low data densities 94 
around 0.03 pulses/m2. To examine its effectiveness in archaeological research, we compared it 95 
with high-resolution lidar data (around 6 to 15 pulses/m2) of selected areas, including those 96 
obtained by the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) and the NASA 97 
Goddard's LiDAR, Hyperspectral & Thermal Imager (G-LiTH). A large part of the study area 98 
has been deforested, and under these conditions the INEGI lidar, combined with the NCALM 99 
and G-LiTH data, led to the identification of numerous complexes (Supplementary Discussion 1, 100 
Supplementary Figs. 1, 2, Supplementary Tables 1-3). 101 

To verify the results of the lidar analysis, the MUAP conducted pedestrian surveys of 62 102 
sites in the Middle Usumacinta region and excavated Aguada Fénix, El Tiradero, La Carmelita, 103 
Buenavista and Rancho Zaragoza. In addition, we compared the lidar data with the results of earlier 104 
ground surveys, including the one carried out in southern Veracruz by the Veracruz office of the 105 
Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia (Centro INAH Veracruz). These surveys and 106 
excavations provided significant data for the initial evaluation of the lidar analysis. More 107 
extensive ground investigations in such a broad area require many years of work. Development 108 
in remote sensing has demonstrated that spatial analysis on inter-regional scales, even without 109 
thorough ground investigations, can make transformative effects on archaeological practices and 110 
understandings29,30. An effective strategy in inter-regional studies may not necessarily be to 111 
conduct field investigations over the entire area immediately following remote-sensing analysis, 112 
but to develop probable interpretations and hypotheses by combining the remotely-sensed data 113 
with available survey and excavation data. Such hypotheses should encourage and guide future 114 
field investigations by many researchers. 115 

We should also consider the potential shortcoming of ground observations. Ground 116 
verifications are important for small archaeological features, but for extensive archaeological 117 
features, such as large platforms and complexes, ground observations may not always provide 118 
better results than lidar. Horizontally large features are difficult to perceive accurately for an 119 
observer standing on a ground level, and their shapes may not be correctly mapped even when 120 
measured with a theodolite or total station. In general, maps based on ground surveys tend to 121 
depict large rectangular platforms in amorphous or roundish shapes. For example, the artificial 122 
plateau of Ceibal was presented in an amorphous shape in the otherwise excellent map of the 123 
site. Its well-designed shape with sharp edges became clear only through lidar31,32. Even in a 124 
deforested area, the extensive basal platform of Izapa Mound 30 was depicted with roundish 125 
edges in the archaeological map, and lidar revealed its rectangular shape33,34.  126 
 127 
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Results 128 
Standardized complexes 129 

 In addition to the previously-reported MFC and MFU patterns, we defined additional 130 
types of early formal site plans: the Middle Formative Gulf (MFG) pattern and the Veracruz 131 
ceremonial pattern (VC) (Fig. 2; Supplementary Table 4). Their names reflect the areas where 132 
they were first identified, not their places of origin. Throughout the study area, many of these 133 
complexes contain an E Group in the centre. We also identified simpler forms of complexes 134 
without an E Group, which we call rectangular and square complexes (Fig. 2). These complexes, 135 
including MFCs and MFUs, total 478 and are distributed across the entire study area, 136 
encompassing the western Maya lowlands and the Olmec region (Supplementary Discussion 2, 137 
Extended Data Fig. 1). Although a small number of them were previously reported35-37, in most 138 
cases their formal configurations were not fully recognized.  139 

We created the category of MFG as a subtype of the MFC pattern (Fig. 3, Extended Data 140 
Fig. 2). We classified La Venta and similar sites into the MFG pattern, which exhibits neatly 141 
aligned platforms along straight lines. We suspect that most MFC and MFG sites in the study 142 
area are contemporaneous with La Venta and central Chiapan centres, which reached their 143 
apogees between 800 and 400 BC4,7,11,38. Communities in eastern Tabasco may have adopted the 144 
MFC pattern from those in western Tabasco and central Chiapas. Our excavation data indicate 145 
that the MFC complex of Rancho Zaragoza was occupied in the Middle Formative period and 146 
continued into the Late and Terminal Formative periods, whereas El Tiradero was constructed 147 
mainly during the Late and Terminal Formative periods. 148 
 The MFU pattern exhibits certain similarities to the MFC and MFG patterns, including an 149 
E Group and a general north-south orientation, but it is distinguished by a rectangular formation 150 
defined by lines of low mounds (Extended Data Figs. 3, 4). Unlike the artificial plateau of 151 
Aguada Fénix, most MFU complexes do not have a raised plateau, and their rectangular 152 
formations are delineated roughly at the same level as the surrounding ground. Our excavations 153 
suggest that MFU complexes in the Middle Usumacinta region date between 1,050 and 750 BC, 154 
or possibly earlier (Supplementary Discussion 4, Supplementary Method, Extended Data Fig. 8, 155 
Supplementary Table 8). The VC pattern is a possible variant of the MFU pattern. This format 156 
has a rectangular form similar to the MFU pattern, but a projection defined by linear mounds is 157 
attached to the rectangle, usually on the west side (Extended Data Fig. 5). At many VCs, the 158 
edges of the rectangular forms and the projects were defined by continuous, long platforms 159 
rather than discrete mounds. Some VC complexes have an E Group, whereas others do not. We 160 
classify Aguada Fénix in the MFU pattern, but its form with a west wing exhibits similarity to 161 
the VC pattern.  162 

Because of the lack of excavation data regarding VC sites, we chose not to use “Middle 163 
Formative” as a part of the type name. Nonetheless, various lines of evidence suggest that they 164 
date to the Middle Formative period, if not earlier. First, the similarity in their morphologies 165 
suggests the contemporaneity of MFU and VC complexes. Second, the E Groups of the VC 166 
complexes, like those of the MFUs, have a straight eastern platform without superstructures, 167 
which are considered to be a temporal marker of the Middle Formative period2,24,39. Third, INAH 168 
researchers had surveyed 12 VC complexes in southern Veracruz. Although the VC 169 
configurations were not always recognized, their investigations confirmed the presence of 170 
archaeological sites. At eight of these sites, they surface-collected Formative ceramics, in some 171 
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cases dating more specifically to the Early or Middle Formative periods (Supplementary Figs. 3-172 
9, Supplementary Table 5). Fourth, researchers from the Centro INAH Veracruz conducted 173 
salvage excavations at the site of El Marquesillo, which may represent a VC complex (Extended 174 
Data Fig. 6). Although this site is significantly affected by river cuts and alterations during the 175 
later occupation, the lidar image suggests the possibility that its original configuration may have 176 
been in the VC pattern. Materials recovered in excavations and surface collections, as well as its 177 
Olmec-style throne, suggest that this complex was built during the Early or Middle Formative 178 
period36. Fifth, most MFU and VC complexes do not have recognizable residential mounds 179 
around them, which implies that those complexes were built during the early part of the Middle 180 
Formative or earlier when many groups still lived in post-in-ground structures or other 181 
ephemeral buildings without substantial basal platforms (Supplementary Discussion 3, 182 
Supplementary Table 6). 183 

The highest concentration of MFU complexes is in the Middle Usumacinta region, and 184 
their distribution extends into the Olmec area. VC complexes are found mostly in southern 185 
Veracruz. This pattern suggests that the inhabitants of the Gulf Olmec region and the western 186 
Maya lowlands maintained close interactions during the Middle Formative period. MFC and 187 
MFG complexes in the study area concentrate in western-central Tabasco and the mountainous 188 
area of northwestern Chiapas, possibly along communication routes between La Venta and the 189 
Chiapas Grijalva region.  190 
 191 
San Lorenzo 192 

 The rectangular form of the MFU and VC patterns may have had a direct antecedent in 193 
the Olmec centre of San Lorenzo. After the discovery of Aguada Fénix, Inomata et al. pointed 194 
out general similarities between this MFU centre and San Lorenzo, whereas Cyphers and 195 
Timothy Murtha argued that they were significantly different19,40. To examine this issue, we 196 
reprocessed the INEGI lidar data of San Lorenzo and created an enhanced digital elevation 197 
model (DEM). Archaeological maps of San Lorenzo show a series of slightly elevated areas of 198 
amorphous shapes on the western and eastern edges of the plateau16,41. Our DEM revealed that 199 
these features are rectangular platforms, defining a rectangular flat space in the middle (Fig. 4, 200 
Extended Data Fig. 7). We suspect that the differences between the traditional maps and the lidar 201 
image resulted from the tendency in ground surveys discussed above to depict large rectangular 202 
features in amorphous shapes. San Lorenzo is located where two INEGI lidar swaths overlap, 203 
thus providing higher laser shot densities than other areas. Although the lidar image does not 204 
correctly show features covered by the tree canopy, in the deforested parts of San Lorenzo there 205 
are sufficient ground point densities to accurately represent large cultural features. 206 

Scholars agree that the architectural complex in the centre of the San Lorenzo plateau 207 
was added during the Villa Alta phase of the Classic period, suggesting that the central area was 208 
a flat space during the Formative period. Both traditional archaeological maps and the lidar 209 
image show 10 edge platforms on each side, thus 20 edge platforms in total. The detailed 210 
excavation report by Coe and Richard Diehl shows that the edge platforms were 1 to 2.5 m 211 
higher than the flat area in front of them by the end of the San Lorenzo phase16 (Supplementary 212 
Table 7). In addition, Cyphers and Murtha note that lagunas (water-holding depressions) were 213 
constructed in modern times as cattle tanks, but otherwise there are no clear indications of 214 
significant terrain alterations during the modern period18. It is likely that the spatial form with 215 
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edge platforms and the central flat area was formed during the Early Formative apogee of San 216 
Lorenzo. 217 

Some MFU sites, including Aguada Fénix and La Duda, exhibit close similarities to the 218 
spatial form of San Lorenzo, with 20 rectangular edge platforms separated by narrow alleys. 219 
Edge Platforms 15 and 16 of San Lorenzo are offset to the east, creating a space similar to the 220 
East Wing of Aguada Fénix. Some MFU complexes, including a previously-unknown MFU 221 
complex located to the south of the San Lorenzo plateau, also exhibit an identical arrangement of 222 
Edge Platforms 15 and 16 (Fig. 4). Excavations by Cyphers uncovered an elite residential 223 
complex called the “Red Palace” and a stone sculpture workshop on Edge Platform 5 (Group C 224 
Ridge) and a ritual complex called “Group E” (not to be confused with the E Group) in the 225 
southern part of Edge Platform 6 (Group D Ridge) and the northern part of Edge Platform 715,42. 226 
These findings suggest that the area around Edge Platforms 5 and 6 was a focus of elite activity. 227 
The west wings of Aguada Fénix and the VC complexes possibly replicated this special area. 228 
Other edge platforms at San Lorenzo may have supported residential structures. Cyphers 229 
identified a possible residential structure on Edge Platform 14 (Platform D4-7)17. The systematic 230 
augering program by Cyphers and colleagues also identified high densities of red and bentonite 231 
floors on edge platforms, and they associate those floors with elite residential structures18,43. 232 
These spatial elements established at San Lorenzo may also have been adopted by MFG 233 
complexes, possibly through MFU sites. The MFG centre of La Venta possibly had 10 edge 234 
platforms on the western side, and the MFG site of Pajonal, a roughly half-size replica of La 235 
Venta, appears to have had 20 edge platforms (Fig. 3). 236 

An important question is the use of the rectangular flat space at San Lorenzo. Through 237 
their augering program, Cyphers and colleagues detected red and bentonite floors, though in a 238 
lower density than on edge platforms, which suggested to them that there were elite residential 239 
complexes in this space18,43. This pattern would contrast with the rectangular spaces of Aguada 240 
Fénix and other MFU sites, which appear to have been mostly open plazas except for the E 241 
Groups. In this case, San Lorenzo and MFU sites may have shared similar overall shapes with a 242 
rectangular space defined by edge platforms, but their use of those spaces would have changed 243 
substantially. An alternative possibility is that the central area of San Lorenzo was a mostly open 244 
plaza without residences as suggested by Richard Diehl44. Excavations at Ceibal and other sites 245 
show that open plazas at Formative and Classic centres were not necessarily featureless flat 246 
spaces but commonly contained low platforms and other subtle features, which were probably 247 
used for ritual activities without roofs or with temporary covers45. We may consider the 248 
possibility that some of the red and bentonite floors in the rectangular space at San Lorenzo were 249 
used in similar manners rather than as residences. If so, the spatial form and space use of San 250 
Lorenzo and those of Aguada Fénix and other MFU sites would have been remarkably similar, 251 
characterized by largely open plazas. This issue needs to be examined with more excavations.  252 

Similarities between San Lorenzo and Aguada Fénix also include their access patterns. At 253 
San Lorenzo, the Group C Ridge and Group D Ridge probably served as main access from the 254 
west. On the north and south sides, the Northwest Ridge, Northeast Ridge, Southwest Ridge and 255 
Southeast Ridge provided ramp-like access ways. The DEM also shows corridor-like features to 256 
the south of the San Lorenzo plateau. At Aguada Fénix, West Avenues 1 and 2, the North 257 
Avenues and the South Avenues were likely modeled after the access pattern of San Lorenzo 258 
(Fig. 4). These access ways at San Lorenzo and Aguada Fénix, as well as the placements of 259 
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colossal head sculptures along the north-south lines at the former, suggest that processions were 260 
important parts of rituals held at those centres46.  261 

The main difference between San Lorenzo and the MFU, MFG, and MFC complexes is 262 
the absence of an E Group and pyramidal structures at the former. Earlier pyramidal structures 263 
are found on the Pacific Coast of Chiapas and Guatemala47. There, the site plan of Ojo de Agua, 264 
dating to the Jocotal phase (1,200-1,000 BC), appears to represent a prototype of the E Group 265 
and the MFC pattern48. MFC complexes located in central Chiapas have more spacious 266 
placements of platforms than the MFG pattern and are similar to the earlier and 267 
contemporaneous sites on the Chiapas-Guatemala Pacific Coast, including Ojo de Agua, 268 
Tzutzuculi and Izapa5,20,48. The MFC pattern with an E Group may have spread from the Pacific 269 
Coast to central Chiapas and other areas49. These observations suggest that the MFU pattern 270 
represents a mix of the traditions originating from San Lorenzo and the Pacific Coast with local 271 
innovations. La Venta and other MFG complexes also appear to have merged elements from 272 
various regions. They followed the main format of the MFC pattern, but their neatly aligned edge 273 
platforms, in some cases with 20 of them, possibly derived from San Lorenzo and the MFU 274 
complexes. 275 

 276 
Calendrical and directional symbolisms 277 

The 20 edge platforms found at San Lorenzo, Aguada Fénix, Buenavista, El Macabil, 278 
Pajonal and other sites likely represent the base unit of Mesoamerican calendars and the 279 
vigesimal numerical system of the region. These buildings are subdivided into groups of 10 (on 280 
each side) and then those of 5 (northern and southern ones on each side). The subdivision of 20 281 
years into 10- and 5-year units formed the primary structure in the Maya Long Count calendar 282 
and shaped ritual cycles. David Stuart also pointed out to Inomata that the division of 20 into 4 283 
groups of 5 probably relates to the Mesoamerican concept of year-bearers. In the Mesoamerican 284 
Calendar Round system, the day in the 260-day calendar corresponding to the beginning of a 285 
365-day calendar year is called the year-bearer of that year. Four 260-day calendar day names 286 
rotate in a 4-year cycle, thus the 20 days forming the 260-day calendar are divided into 4 groups 287 
of 5 days in this system50-52.  288 
 The orientations of standardized complexes may also represent directional symbolisms 289 
tied to cosmological views and ritual practices. At the MFU sites of Aguada Fénix and 290 
Buenavista, the north-south and east-west directions are marked by lines of small mounds, in 291 
addition to the E Groups (Fig. 5). Those sites are among the many Formative complexes in our 292 
study area that are oriented between -10° and 30° in azimuths (Fig. 6). Similar orientations are 293 
also observed among E Group assemblages in the Maya lowlands, dating from the Middle 294 
Formative to the Early Classic2,39,53-55. Both among the Formative complexes in our study region 295 
and E Groups in the Maya lowlands, the highest frequencies are found around 11° or 12° for the 296 
north-south axes (101° or 102° for the east-west axes). Anthony Aveni and colleagues have 297 
argued that these orientations correspond to the sunrise on a specific calendar date (February 19), 298 
which precedes the solar zenith passage date (May 10) by 80 days (4 x 20 days)56. They also 299 
have noted that other common directions of E Groups correspond to dates separated from the 300 
zenith passage date by 3 x 20 days (March 11) and 2 x 20 days (March 31). The east-west axis of 301 
Aguada Fénix, for example, is aligned to the sunrise on February 17 to 24 (a range due to slight 302 
offsets among mounds), and that of Buenavista on March 12 or 13. Aveni and colleagues and 303 
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other scholars have suggested that these dates represent the 260-day Maya agricultural 304 
calendar55-57. If these interpretations are correct, some complexes in our study region may 305 
represent some of the earliest manifestations of this symbolism.  306 

In designing ceremonial complexes, the builders of Aguada Fénix and Buenavista appear 307 
to have laid out orthogonal lines first, according to which they constructed multiple rectangular 308 
complexes and avenues. If so, their directional symbolism may have been tied to the forms of 309 
ritual processions that were carried out there. A similar procedure may have been used at some 310 
MFG complexes, with parallel lines defined by the front faces of the edge platforms serving as 311 
the basis of the site plan and possible procession routes. An intriguing case is the site of El Tigre. 312 
There, two parallel north-south lines, which Ernesto Vargas Pacheco calls caminos, are cut 313 
through elevated parts of the terrain37. With east-west lines, they make a rectangular layout of the 314 
site (Fig. 5). Although many buildings at El Tigre date to later periods, these lines may reflect the 315 
original design of the site comparable to the MFU pattern. At some smaller complexes, two 316 
parallel lines may also have been used as the basis for the site layout and as procession routes 317 
(Fig. 5).  318 
 There is, however, a substantial number of complexes that do not fit orientations tied to 319 
the zenith passage date, particularly in mountainous areas. In some cases, complexes appear to 320 
have been placed in whatever directions that fitted limited flat terrains. In southern Veracruz, 321 
some complexes are aligned to high peaks in the Tuxtla Mountains. Alignments to high 322 
mountains and volcanoes are also found in Formative complexes in central Chiapas and on the 323 
Pacific Coast49,58,59. These patterns suggest that the Formative people designed their ritual spaces 324 
by selectively using various cosmological principles and adjusting them to local conditions.  325 
   326 
Later periods 327 

 Various survey projects suggest that before 400 BC mounded settlements are scarce in 328 
our study area outside the standard ceremonial complexes60-63. Settlements of the Classic period, 329 
particularly the Late Classic, probably make up a substantial part of small mounded groups. In 330 
the eastern part of our study area, Palenque and its surroundings had a population peak during 331 
the Late Classic period. Their demographic levels during the Late-Terminal Formative, Early 332 
Classic, and Postclassic periods were substantially smaller64,65. The Candelaria River region and 333 
the area around the Laguna de Términos appear to have had significant Late and Terminal 334 
Formative and Postclassic sites, but Classic-period occupation was still a major 335 
component37,66,67. In southern Veracruz, many mound complexes can be more securely dated to 336 
the Late and Terminal Classic periods (AD 600-1,000) because of their characteristic 337 
arrangements. Each of these complexes consists of elongated mounds flanking a plaza and 338 
conical mounds or pyramids on one or two ends. These complexes have been called the Long-339 
Plaza Plan, the Villa Alta Quadripartite Arrangement, or Tipo 461,62,68-75. To avoid confusion with 340 
the Formative standardized complexes with rectangular plazas, here we call them the Classic 341 
Veracruz pattern. There are some Postclassic settlements in southern Veracruz, but a review of 342 
data suggests that many regions experienced 72 to 100% population declines from the Classic to 343 
Postclassic periods76.  344 
 Given their chronological uncertainties, we only make some general observations on the 345 
distribution pattern of mounded groups other than the Formative standardized complexes. The 346 
close interaction across the study area appears to have broken down, possibly after the decline of 347 
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La Venta and some MFC sites around 400 BC (Fig. 7). The high densities of probable later 348 
mounded sites are found in the western Maya lowlands and southern Veracruz, whereas their 349 
densities in western and central Tabasco are low. A previous study using the INEGI lidar and 350 
other remotely sensed data by Wesley Stoner and colleagues shows that some complexes in 351 
southern Veracruz are associated with wetland agricultural fields27,28. The orientations of Classic 352 
Veracruz complexes tend to concentrate around true north and other cardinal directions, although 353 
there are also substantial deviations from this norm (Fig. 7). Whereas some Classic Veracruz 354 
complexes appear to have been aligned to peaks in the Tuxtla Mountains, a substantial number of 355 
them may have been tied to the solar cycle, emphasizing the equinox and solstice sunrise 356 
directions70,74. 357 
 In the Maya area, later mound groups concentrate on the karstic uplands near the eastern 358 
edge of the study area. In addition to the well-known wetland fields near El Tigre in the 359 
Candelaria drainage37,77, the NCALM lidar revealed a series of wetland fields along the San 360 
Pedro River (Fig. 7). A surprising result is the extremely high mound density in the area east of 361 
the Laguna de Términos, associated with the possibly most extensive wetland field system in the 362 
Maya lowlands78. These results highlight the importance of wetland field systems in the Maya 363 
lowlands21,79. Five fortified centres surrounded by walls or dry moats exist in the eastern part of 364 
the study area (Fig. 8). Among them, Aguacatal, La Resaca and Cerro de los Muertos date 365 
primarily to the Classic period37,80-82. To our knowledge, Independencia and El Saraguato West 366 
were not previously reported. These finds accord with increasing studies that suggest the 367 
prevalence of war in Maya society21,83-93. These fortifications, with the possible exception of 368 
Aguacatal, are found close to other unfortified centres. These patterns may reflect the practice of 369 
war by the Maya, in which the residents of nearby areas took refuge in those fortifications during 370 
attacks21. 371 

 372 

Discussion 373 

 Our finds potentially push back the origins of standardized spatial formats and the 374 
manifestations of calendrical and directional symbolisms in built forms to the heyday of San 375 
Lorenzo between 1,400 and 1,150 BC. Between 1,050 and 750 BC, or possibly earlier, the MFUs 376 
and VCs most likely bridged San Lorenzo and later site plans, including the MFG pattern of La 377 
Venta. The Middle Usumacinta region with the centre of Aguada Fénix possibly played an 378 
important role in formalizing the rectangular configuration. At the same time, the identification 379 
of MFU and VC complexes throughout the Gulf Olmec region encourages us to examine the 380 
continued participation of the Gulf Olmecs in this process. These observations highlight the role 381 
of San Lorenzo in developing spatial concepts and symbolisms while emphasizing the 382 
importance of complex inter-regional interactions during the following periods. 383 
 Our continued research confirmed the initial results from Aguada Fénix that there is 384 
significant diversity in various aspects of society in the study area, despite the shared 385 
architectural configurations. First, the ceramics of 1,200 to 750 BC in the Middle Usumacinta 386 
region closely resemble those of the central and southwestern Maya lowlands and lack 387 
characteristic vessels of the Olmec region19. Ceramic styles should not be equated with ethnic or 388 
linguistic identities, and we are not suggesting that the inhabitants of the Middle Usumacinta 389 
region during this period were Mayan language speakers. Nonetheless, these ceramics imply that 390 
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the builders of Aguada Fénix and nearby complexes maintained close interaction with 391 
communities in the central and southwestern Maya lowlands. Second, around many MFU and 392 
VC complexes, there were not many substantial residential buildings that are recognizable in 393 
lidar. The inhabitants of those areas may have lived in ephemeral structures, moving seasonally 394 
or every few years according to the seasonal use of natural resources or swidden agriculture 395 
cycles (Supplementary Discussion 3). This pattern contrasts with the presence of substantial 396 
permanent residences at San Lorenzo42. Third, the levels of social inequality and political 397 
centralization may have varied. Colossal head sculptures at San Lorenzo and La Venta suggest 398 
the presence of centralized polities with rulers, whereas we have not found evidence of marked 399 
social inequality in the Middle Usumacinta region between 1,200 and 750 BC. Those diverse 400 
populations were probably tied through shared ritual practices and cosmologies as reflected in 401 
the standardized spatial formats. 402 

Standardized complexes are rare in the Maya lowlands east of our study area. In addition 403 
to the MFC site of Ceibal, an important exception is the Middle Formative site of Nixtun-404 
Ch’ich’, which has parallel east-west and north-south corridors like those at San Lorenzo and 405 
Aguada Fénix12,94. Many Maya sites began to adopt E Groups around 700 BC or later, but they 406 
did not integrate other elements of the MFU and MFC patterns. Although E Groups have often 407 
been considered characteristic features of the Maya lowlands, these data indicate that the greater 408 
Isthmian area, extending from the western Maya lowlands to Chiapas and southern Veracruz, 409 
was the primary area for the initial development of the E Group as a central component of 410 
standardized site plans49.  411 

These interpretations need to be tested and refined through future research. Still, the 412 
broad distribution of standardized complexes compels us to examine the role of those sites and 413 
interactions among them in the initial development of Mesoamerican cultural traits, including 414 
calendars, cosmologies, and building styles. 415 
 416 
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 791 
Figure 1│Study area. a, Map of southern Mesoamerica with the study area. The close-up map 792 
shows the Middle Usumacinta region where we conducted field investigations.  b, Chronology of 793 
the study area. c, Canopy Height Model (CHM) at a horizontal resolution of 5 m based on the 794 
INEGI lidar, indicating the heights of vegetation. The Campeche hill area and the Palenque-795 
Chinikiha zone are particularly problematic areas, where numerous archaeological features exist 796 
but dense vegetation inhibits their detection with the INEGI lidar. The blue polygon indicate the 797 
coverage of the Centro INAH Veracruz survey95-104, and the black ones show the areas of other 798 
systematic ground surveys carried out prior to this study. In most cases, intensive surveys were 799 
conducted for sample blocks within each of those polygons, and thus the ground survey coverage 800 
is significantly smaller than the polygons. 1. Mixtequilla Survey71,105,106. 2. Tres Zapotes 801 
Survey69. 3. El Mesón Survey107. 4. Cerro El Vigía Survey108. 5. Tepango Valley Survey109. 6. 802 
Tuxtla Region Survey110,111. 7. Hueyapan Survey68,70. 8. San Lorenzo-Laguna de los Cerros 803 
Survey61. 9. San Lorenzo Survey62. 10. Region of the Olmec Survey112. 11. Río Pesquero 804 
Survey113. 12. La Venta Survey114. 13. Pajonal Survey63. 14. Comalcalco Survey115. 15. Palenque 805 
Survey64. 16. Cuenca Medio del Usumacinta Survey116. 17. Río Champoton Survey117. 806 
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 807 

Figure 2│Formative standardized complexes. a, The locations of standardized complexes in 808 
the study area. Only complexes identified in the INEGI lidar are plotted. b-g, Examples of 809 
standardized complexes. All images are on the same scale. b, MFC (Rancho Zaragoza). c, MFG 810 
(Pajonal). d, MFU (La Carmelita). e, VC (Uxpanapa). f, Rectangular complex (Fideicomiso). g, 811 
Square complex (La Veleta). E Groups are circled in blue.  812 

  813 
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 814 

Figure 3│MFG complexes on the same scale. a, La Venta. Redrawn from 118. b, Pajonal. It 815 
closely replicates the spatial configuration of La Venta, though in a smaller size. This site may 816 
replicate the 20 edge platforms seen at San Lorenzo and Aguada Fénix. The corresponding 817 
structures of the two sites are indicated by the same colours. Structures in red form E Groups. 818 
  819 
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 820 

Figure 4│Comparison of San Lorenzo and MFUs. All these complexes have rectangular 821 
plazas defined by 20 edge platforms. Red arrows indicate the main access ways of San Lorenzo 822 
and Aguada Fénix. a, San Lorenzo and the south complex. The rectangular flat area of San 823 
Lorenzo is indicated in transparent white. (2 m DEM reprocessed from the INEGI lidar). b-d, 0.5 824 
m DEMs derived from the NCALM lidar. b, Aguada Fénix. c, El Macabil. d, Buenavista. 825 

  826 
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 827 

Figure 5│Four-directional lines at ceremonial complexes. a, Aguada Fénix (MFU) in the 828 
hillshade image of the 0.5 m NCALM DEM. b, Buenavista (MFU) in the RRIM of the 0.5 m 829 
NCALM DEM. c, El Tigre (Primary centre) in the RRIM of the 5 m INEGI DEM. d, Los Patitos 830 
(minor MFU) with paired north-south avenues in the hillshade of the 0.5 m NCALM DEM. 831 
 832 
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 833 
Figure 6│Orientations of standardized complexes. a, Orientations of the long axes of 834 
standardized complexes or the long platforms of E Groups. The map excludes minor MFUs, 835 
minor VCs, rectangular complexes and square complexes. b, Histogram of the orientations of all 836 
MFUs, VCs, MFCs, and MFGs, including primary and minor ones. N = 174. 837 
  838 
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 839 
Figure 7│Sites dating to later periods. a, Locations of centres of later periods, showing the 840 
distributions of different types of complexes in southern Veracruz and the Maya lowlands. We 841 
suspect that many of them, particularly Classic Veracruz complexes, date to the Classic period. 842 
Only complexes identified in the INEGI lidar are plotted. b, Densities of mound groups of later 843 
periods. High densities in the Maya lowlands are associated with fortified centres and wetland 844 
fields, particularly in the area east of the Laguna de Términos. Note that mound densities in the 845 
hatched areas are under-represented in the INEGI lidar. Only mound groups identified in the 846 
INEGI lidar were used. Some wetland data are from27,78. c, Orientations of Classic Veracruz 847 
complexes. d, Histogram of Classic Veracruz complexes by their azimuths. N=366. 848 
  849 
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 850 
Figure 8│Fortified sites in the Maya area. The images of the sites are shown on the same 851 
scale. Each of the fortified sites is located near other centres: El Saraguato West (NCALM DEM) 852 
near El Saraguato East; Independencia (INEGI DSM) near multiple major and minor centres; 853 
Cerro de los Muertos (INEGI DSM) between El Tigre and Santa Clara; and La Resaca (NCALM 854 
DEM) near Santa Elena. Aguacatal is not clearly visible in the INEGI lidar because of dense 855 
vegetation. 856 
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 857 
Extended Data Figure 1│ E Groups. a, Types of E Groups. b, Locations of E Groups by type. 858 
Only complexes identified in the INEGI lidar are plotted.  859 
  860 
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 861 

Extended Data Figure 2│ MFCs and MFGs. a, Locations of MFCs and MFGs. b, MFCs and 862 
an MFG (Peñites) shown in RRIM (DEM). All images are on the same scale. 863 
  864 
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 865 

Extended Data Figure 3│ Locations of MFUs and VCs. The numbers indicate the locations 866 
of the sites shown in Extended Data Figs. 4 and 5. 867 
  868 
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 869 

Extended Data Figure 4│Examples of MFUs. See Extended Data Fig. 3 for their locations. 870 
The images are shown in RRIM (DEM) and hillshade (DSM). All images are on the same scale. 871 
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 872 

Extended Data Figure 5│Examples of VCs. See Extended Data Fig. 3 for their locations. The 873 
images are shown in RRIM (DEM) and hillshade (DSM). All images are on the same scale. 874 
  875 
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 876 

Extended Data Figure 6│El Marquesillo possibly exhibiting the VC pattern. It is shown in 877 
the RRIM of the INEGI DEM. 878 
  879 
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 880 

Extended Data Figure 7│San Lorenzo and La Duda. The images are on the same scale, but 881 
the image of La Duda is rotated. See Extended Data Fig. 3 for their locations. a, Edge platforms 882 
and the central rectangular space of San Lorenzo. b, San Lorenzo. The 2 m-resolution DEM 883 
reprocessed from the INEGI lidar data is shown as a hillshade image. The areas of dense 884 
vegetation, which laser pulses did not penetrate well, are indicated in half-transparent green. 885 
Other areas have pastures or sparse vegetation. In clear areas, details of the surface topography 886 
are visible. To produce this DEM, we manually cleaned some vegetation returns only in the areas 887 
covered by dense vegetation. The DEM shows the rectangular shapes of edge platforms, which 888 
define the straight edges of the possible rectangular plaza in the middle. The buildings in the 889 
centre of the probable plaza represent a Classic Veracruz complex added during the Villa Alta 890 
phase. c, The MFU complex of La Duda. The 5 m-resolution INEGI DSM is shown as a 891 
hillshade image. Its northeastern part is damaged by modern road construction, and its eastern 892 
end is covered by dense vegetation. Its edge platforms (possibly 20 of them) separated by narrow 893 
alleys and the rectangular plaza with a wing on the viewer’s right are visible. Its configuration is 894 
similar to that of San Lorenzo. The main difference is the presence of an E Group. 895 
 896 
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 897 

Extended Data Figure 8│Oxcal output of the manual rejection model for the 2020 898 
samples. Outliers are excluded from the output. The grey areas indicate the probability 899 
distributions of unmodelled dates, whereas the black areas show the probability distributions of 900 
modelled dates. The bars under the probability distributions indicate the 95.4 % ranges. 901 
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Methods 902 
Lidar datasets 903 

We first identified MFU complexes in the high-resolution lidar that we obtained in 904 
collaboration with the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) in 2017 and 2019. 905 
This lidar data covered an area of 1,015 km2, and digital elevation models (DEMs: ground 906 
surface models without vegetation and modern buildings) and digital first surface models 907 
(DSMs: models with vegetation and buildings) were created at horizontal spacings of 1 m (2017 908 
data) and 0.5 m (2019 data). The NCALM has been collecting substantial lidar data in 909 
Mesoamerica in collaboration with archaeologists21-24,119-127. The NCALM lidar provided 910 
detailed information on multiple ceremonial complexes. We then expanded our analysis of 911 
ceremonial complexes by examining the INEGI lidar. The INEGI lidar data were designed to 912 
generate terrain relief data for the National System of Statistical and Geographical Information 913 
for diverse needs throughout Mexico. The INEGI produced DEMs and DSMs at a horizontal 914 
spacing of 5 m and made them publicly available (https://inegi.org.mx). Cyphers and colleagues 915 
previously examined the INEGI lidar for the area of San Lorenzo41,128. We reprocessed INEGI 916 
point clouds for areas around San Lorenzo and Pajonal. The INEGI provided unclassified, 917 
unfiltered point clouds for those areas. We classified points through the “class as ground” routine 918 
in TerraScan software Version 20.04, employing loose parameters. Because of the low return 919 
density, we had to manually clean and correct some vegetation returns for important areas. We 920 
then produced DEMs at a horizontal grid spacing of 2 m employing a kriging interpolation 921 
algorithm implemented in Surfer Version 16.  922 
 To examine the effectiveness of the INEGI lidar in identifying archaeological features, 923 
we compared it with the NCALM lidar and two other high-resolution lidar data sets (Fig. 1, 924 
Supplementary Table 1). One is NASA Goddard’s Lidar, Hyperspectral, and Thermal Imager 925 
(G-LiHT), and the other is a dataset acquired by the Centro del Cambio Global y la 926 
Sustentabilidad (CCGS), Tabasco. The G-LiHT lidar data were originally intended for 927 
environmental studies129,130, and NASA made the point clouds, 1 m horizontal resolution DEMs, 928 
and other data publicly available (https://gliht.gsfc.nasa.gov/). We also improved the ground 929 
classification of the G-LiHT point clouds for our study area and produced enhanced 1 m 930 
resolution DEMs. The CCGS collected its lidar data for the study of wetland ecology on the 931 
western shore of the Laguna Colorada. In a collaboration between the CCGS and our project, we 932 
exchanged our lidar data.  933 
  934 
Lidar data analysis 935 

 We manually plotted archaeological features by examining different lidar data 936 
visualizations, including hillshade and Red Relief Image Map (RRIM)127,131,132. We are currently 937 
in the process of developing an automated site detection involving machine learning algorithms, 938 
but many scholars agree that the identification of sites by trained experts is still the most 939 
effective method29,30,133. We plotted individual monumental complexes of civic or ceremonial 940 
nature (MFUs, MFCs, MFGs, VCs, Classic Veracruz pattern, and other centres) and collected 941 
their attribute information (orientation, length, width, mound height, etc.), using ArcGIS 10.7.1 942 
and QGIS 3.10.2. In addition, we plotted small mound groups, most of which were probably 943 
residential groups. We also reviewed data from the systematic surveys shown in Fig. 1c, as well 944 
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as other reconnaissance data37,60,134-140. We, however, did not plot sites when their exact locations 945 
could not be identified in lidar images. 946 
 To record the orientations of complexes with an E Group, we measured the angles of 947 
their long axes from the UTM N 15 grid north. In these measurements, the E Group pyramid was 948 
placed on the left side of the observer facing the orientation of the complex on its long axis. 949 
Although most E Groups have their pyramids on the west side, there are cases in which the 950 
pyramids are found on the north, south, or east sides. For VCs without an E Group, we measured 951 
the orientation of their long axes with the better-defined wings on the left side of the observer 952 
facing the orientation of the complex. For a Classic Veracruz complex, the orientation was 953 
defined as the direction from the shorter end structure toward the taller end pyramid along the 954 
main axis parallel to the long lateral mounds. These angle measurements were then converted to 955 
azimuths from true north by subtracting the grid convergence angles (angle between true north 956 
and the UTM grid north). Figs. 6a and 7c are plotted with angles from the UTM grid north, 957 
whereas the histograms in Figs. 6b and 7d are based on azimuths from true north. The length and 958 
width of a complex were measured between the outer edges of mounds defining the complex.  959 
 To ensure consistency in the identification of archaeological features, Inomata first 960 
analysed the INEGI, NCALM, G-LiHT, and CCGS data of the entire area, primarily examining 961 
DEMs and RRIMs, and plotted archaeological complexes and mound groups. García Mollinedo 962 
then reanalysed the INEGI lidar of the entire area, examining DEMs and DSMs, and added more 963 
archaeological features, which Inomata verified and included in the database. Although we did 964 
not systematically test the variability in site detection between researchers, we think that the 965 
difference is small. Those added by Mollinedo were mostly filtered out in DEMs but were better 966 
visible in DSMs. Inomata examined the attribute data of Formative standardized complexes, and 967 
García Mollinedo and Pinzón collected the attribute data of Classic Veracruz complexes. García 968 
Hernández measured building heights of major and minor centres. 969 
 970 
Effectiveness and limitations of the INEGI lidar 971 

 To evaluate the effect of vegetation on the INEGI lidar, we produced a Canopy Height 972 
Model (CHM) raster, by subtracting the INEGI DEM from the INEGI DSM (Fig. 1c, 973 
Supplementary Table 2). The values of individual cells of the CHM indicate the height of 974 
vegetation: low values indicate open fields or pastures, and high values reflect tall forests. In 975 
areas with pastures or sparse vegetation, the INEGI’s 5 m resolution DEMs effectively show 976 
mounds lower than 1 m. In some parts of the INEGI DEMs, however, structures visible in DSMs 977 
are filtered out. In the 2 m resolution DEMs that we reprocessed, those structures are clearly 978 
visible. 979 
 In areas covered by dense vegetation, the INEGI lidar hardly penetrated the canopy, and 980 
even large structures are difficult to identify. A particularly problematic area is the Campeche 981 
hill region (Fig. 1c). The G-LiHT Transects 5 and 6 show that there exist dense settlements in 982 
this area, but vegetation inhibits the detection of most of them in the INEGI lidar (Supplementary 983 
Discussion 1, Supplementary Fig. 2). The Chiapas and Oaxaca Mountains also represent difficult 984 
conditions. In particular, the northeastern edge of the Chiapas Mountains, which may be called 985 
the Palenque-Chinikiha zone, is known to have important centres, including Palenque and 986 
Chinikiha64. Most settlements associated with these centres cannot be identified in the INEGI 987 
lidar. In other rugged terrains of the Chiapas and Oaxaca Mountains, the densities of sites are 988 
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probably low, as suggested by G-LiHT Transects 1 and 2 (Supplementary Table 3). Many 989 
settlements in these areas were probably concentrated in valleys. Many of the valleys are now 990 
substantially deforested, and it is often possible to identify archaeological features in the INEGI 991 
lidar. Likewise, the high elevation parts of the Tuxtla Mountains are covered by forests, but 992 
previous ground surveys suggest that most settlements in this region are found in valleys and 993 
foothills109,111. Dense vegetation is also found in coastal regions. Some major sites in these parts, 994 
including Aguacatal, Xicalango, and El Bellote, are not visible in the INEGI lidar80,141,142. Many 995 
archaeological sites in these regions appear to concentrate on beach ridges and levees along 996 
rivers and old channels, and settlement densities in poorly-drained parts of mangroves and 997 
coastal wetlands were probably low. No archaeological features were recognized in the CCGS 998 
lidar covering a coastal wetland (Supplementary Table 3).  999 
 A significant part of the study area has little or low vegetation with a patchy distribution 1000 
of medium to high vegetation. Under these conditions, verification with the NCALM lidar shows 1001 
that substantial portions of large complexes (91 % of MFUs, 100 % of MFCs and 80 % of major 1002 
rectangular complexes) are identified in the INEGI lidar (Supplementary Table 3). This result 1003 
suggests that the distribution pattern of large complexes in the study area obtained from the 1004 
INEGI lidar presents significant archaeological information. The accuracies of identification for 1005 
smaller complexes, including minor MFUs, minor centres, minor rectangles, and square 1006 
complexes, are lower, ranging from 45 to 64 %. The detection accuracies for smaller mound 1007 
groups vary from 18 to 58 %. This variability suggests that the detection rates of sites are 1008 
strongly affected by the distribution patterns of vegetation patches. We should be cautious in 1009 
using the INEGI lidar in comparing site densities among small areas because site density 1010 
estimates may be significantly lower than reality in areas with substantial vegetation covers. On 1011 
larger spatial scales, however, average ratios of deforested to forested areas are similar across 1012 
different areas (Fig. 1c), and thus data obtained from the INEGI lidar provide useful information 1013 
on the overall distribution of archaeological features, including small mound groups (again, 1014 
except for the dense vegetation areas of the Oaxaca-Chiapas Mountains, Campeche hills, and 1015 
coastal ridges and wetlands). For example, the highest density of mound groups is found in an 1016 
area east of the Laguna de Términos (Fig. 7b), despite the relatively extensive forest coverage in 1017 
the area (Fig. 1c). This observation indicates that the identification of this high-density area, as 1018 
well as those of other areas of high mound densities, is valid.  1019 

The central portion of the study area had important Early and Middle Formative sites, but 1020 
many sites of these periods probably did not have highly visible mounds. Previous ground 1021 
surveys in these regions suggest that densities of mounded sites were relatively low60,62,63,112,114. 1022 
This observation is also supported by the analysis of the G-LiHT Transect 2, which did not 1023 
reveal many mounded sites in the alluvial plains of the Uspanapa River in southeastern Veracruz. 1024 
  1025 
Pedestrian surveys 1026 

The MUAP conducted the field validation of eight MFUs and MFCs, including Aguada 1027 
Fénix, the Northwest Plaza of Aguada Fénix, La Carmelita, El Tiradero, Buenavista, El Macabil, 1028 
El Saraguato, Rancho Zaragoza, El Cacho, Savocoche, El Marino, El Mirador and Chrisóforo 1029 
Chiñas. In addition, we ground-truthed 14 minor MFUs, 14 minor rectangles, four square 1030 
complexes and 17 minor centres. All these complexes were verified to be archaeological sites. 1031 
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 The Centro INAH Veracruz conducted systematic ground surveys in southern Veracruz 1032 
from 2006 through 2014 under the direction of Lourdes Hernández Jiménez. This research was 1033 
carried out as salvage operations associated with the petroleum prospection conducted by 1034 
PEMEX-COMESA. INAH archaeologists followed the oil prospection transects, which were laid 1035 
in parallel or grid patterns with spacings ranging between 150 m and 5 km. They expanded their 1036 
reconnaissance to areas between transects as necessary. When archaeological sites were found, 1037 
they mapped them and collected artifacts found on the ground. In this research conducted before 1038 
our lidar analysis, INAH investigators noted the presence of extensive plazas at various sites, but 1039 
the degree of their standardization was not fully recognized. This is mainly because these 1040 
horizontally-extensive complexes defined by low mounds are extremely difficult to recognize 1041 
from the ground level. Among the sites classified as MFCs, MFUs, VCs, rectangles and squares 1042 
in our lidar analysis, 47 were confirmed to be archaeological sites, some with Formative 1043 
components, by INAH researchers. 1044 
 1045 
Excavations 1046 

 The MUAP carried out excavations at Aguada Fénix, El Tiradero, La Carmelita, 1047 
Buenavista and Rancho Zaragoza. The operations at Aguada Fénix and La Carmelita before 1048 
2020, along with their methods, are described in 19. In 2020, we carried out Operation (Op.) 1049 
NR5B, a 4 x 4 m + 2 x 3 m excavation along the east-west axis of the Aguada Fénix E Group 1050 
plaza; Op. NR7C, a 4 x 1.5 m trench on the eastern side of Edge Platform 18 of the Aguada 1051 
Fénix plateau; and Op. NR9A, a 2 x 2 m unit on the northern altar-like mound of the Aguada 1052 
Fénix plateau. We also conducted Op. AF1D, an 8 x 2 m + 6 x 2 m excavation in an Aguada 1053 
Fénix peripheral group. Excavations at El Tiradero involved the cleaning of a modern cut (Op. 1054 
TR1) and two 4 x 4 m units along the east-west axis in the E Group plaza (Ops. TR2A and 1055 
TR2B). At Buenavista, we excavated two 2 x 2 m units along the east-west axis of the E Group 1056 
(Ops. BV1A and BV1B). At Rancho Zaragoza, we placed one 2 x 2 m unit (Op. ZR1A) along 1057 
the east-west axis of the E Group and another 2 x 2 m unit (Op. ZR1B) on the western side of the 1058 
E Group. 1059 
 1060 
Data availability 1061 

 The database of archaeological sites identified in this study is available at the University 1062 
of Arizona Campus Repository (https://repository.arizona.edu/handle/10150/659895)143. 1063 
 1064 
Code availability 1065 

The Oxcal code used for Bayesian analysis is provided in Supplementary Information. 1066 
 1067 

https://repository.arizona.edu/handle/10150/659895
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